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QUESTION 1

Scenario: 

CGE wants to upgrade to SQL Server 2014 in order to support backend SQL databases that will support 

the next Citrix environment. The key requirement is high availability for all nodes in the different 

geographical regions. 

Which high availability solution should a Citrix Architect recommend? 

A. Fast Recovery 

B. Database Mirroring 

C. Database Snapshots 

D. AlwaysOn Failover Cluster Instances 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: 

CGE is experiencing numerous issues with its existing profile management solution. The Citrix Architect 

managing the project is tasked with designing a solution that alleviates existing issues and, if possible, 

minimizes the loss of existing customizations. Configuration changes need to be implemented quickly and 

with minimal complexity. 

Why does enabling \\'Offline profile support\\' when configuring group profiles benefit CGE\\'s Sales end-user 

group? 

A. It allows faster logons and logoffs. 

B. It minimizes the required storage needed for folder redirection. 

C. It simplifies home drive cleanup. 

D. It improves data accuracy in volatile environments. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two factors should a Citrix Architect consider with regard to CGE\\'s Back Office end-user group? (Choose two.) 
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A. Their need for a special application set 

B. Their need to access additional printers 

C. Their need to install their own applications 

D. Their need to use non-corporate-owned devices 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: 

A Citrix Architect is asked to design a new external access architecture for CGE. The regional datacenters have
NetScaler appliances delivering load-balancing services. Security policy mandates that these internal appliances
CANNOT connect to the DMZ. 

Which configuration should the architect recommend for the new external access architecture? 

A. One NetScaler located in all three regional datacenters, configured as a cluster using the same Global Server Load
Balancing (GSLB) site, secure.cge.com. Configure the NetScaler Gateway within StoreFront with the SNIP of each
NetScaler device. 

B. A high availability pair of NetScalers located in all three regional datacenters. Configure a single public DNS server
record, including all three NetScaler pairs. 

C. A high availability pair of NetScalers located in all three regional datacenters, each configured to use the same
Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB) site. 

D. One NetScaler located in all three regional datacenters. A single public DNS server record should be configured,
including all three NetScaler pairs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Why would the architect choose LACP bonding when configuring bonded network interfaces for guest VM networks? 

A. It provides load balancing of VM traffic across multiple physical NIC interfaces at a per guest basis, and offers
improved distribution of traffic across physical interfaces in the bond. 

B. It sends all guest VM traffic in the bond to an active interface, which provides the best distribution of network load. 

C. It uses a hashing algorithm, which provides better distribution of traffic across the interfaces in the bond. 

D. It uses a round robin load-balancing policy, which provides better distribution of traffic across the interfaces in the
bond. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 6

Why does using XenServerStorageLink help manage the image release process? 

A. Because it enables rollbacks 

B. Because it helps manage version control 

C. Because it uses storage array features to offload host processing 

D. Because it automatically deploys the latest drivers and patches 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: 

CGE decided to virtualize its infrastructure workloads and provide a virtual solution to all end users. The 

infrastructure workloads include Delivery Controllers, StoreFront servers, License Servers, and Microsoft 

SQL Servers for databases. 

Why is using a maximum of 24 XenServer hosts, using a virtual disk storage repository for XenMotion and 

high availability, and daily backups of the infrastructure workloads the best design for the resource pools? 

A. It ensures the logical separation of infrastructure and virtual desktop workloads to prevent interference, and facilitates
management and expansion capabilities. 

B. It provides workload flexibility to more efficiently leverage available resources within a resource pool, and facilitates
expansion options. In addition, daily backups create minimal downtime for critical workloads. 

C. It separates infrastructure and virtual desktop workloads according to resource usage characteristics to avoid
conflicts. In addition, it provides critical database services with sufficient workload-specific resources and failover
capabilities. 

D. It ensures the logical separation of all workloads and virtual desktops. In addition, the backup solution reduces the
risk of data loss and minimizes downtime. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: 

CGE is experiencing numerous issues with its existing profile management solution. The Citrix Architect 

managing the project is tasked with designing a solution that alleviates existing issues and, if possible, 

minimizes the loss of existing customizations. Configuration changes need to be implemented quickly and 
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with minimal complexity. 

Why does enabling \\'Offline profile support\\' when configuring Citrix Profile management to allow 

standardization of profiles benefit CGE\\'s Sales end-user group? 

A. It allows faster logon/logoff. 

B. It minimizes the required storage needed for folder redirection. 

C. It simplifies home drive cleanup. 

D. It improves data accuracy in volatile environments. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

How should the resource pools be designed to host the server workloads and virtual desktops by ensuring availability? 

A. Resource pools of a maximum of 16 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of
the server workloads should be backed up on a daily basis and third-party backup solutions should be implemented for
the desktops. 

B. Resource pools of a maximum of 32 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of
the server workloads should be on a storage repository to provide XenMotion and high availability capabilities. The
virtual disks of the server workloads should be backed up on a daily basis. 

C. Resource pools of a maximum of 16 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of all
workloads should be on a shared storage repository to provide XenMotion and high availability capabilities.
Furthermore, the virtual machine meta information and data should be replicated to the failover site by the new storage
solution. 

D. Resource pools of a maximum of 32 XenServer hosts should be created for the virtual solution. The virtual disks of
the server workloads should be on a shared storage repository to provide XenMotion and high availability capabilities.
Furthermore, the virtual machine meta information and data should be copied by a backup function. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: 

An analysis of CGE\\'s applications shows that 98% are compatible with Windows 8 64-bit and Windows 

Server 2012. The remaining applications are incompatible with a 64-bit operating system. Which solution 

should a Citrix Architect recommend to enable the delivery of the incompatible applications? 

A. Use VM Hosted Apps to deliver the incompatible applications from a Windows 7 32-bit desktop. 

B. Use an existing XenApp 6.5 farm to deliver the incompatible applications using a 64-bit desktop. 
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C. Stream the application with Microsoft App-V and deliver the incompatible applications using a 64-bit desktop. 

D. Publish the applications from a XenApp 7.6 session host to deliver the incompatible applications to a 64-bit desktop. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An architect needs to design a solution that optimizes resource usage for Call Center users. How do server OS
machines achieve this goal? 

A. By offering optimal performance 

B. By providing rapid application rollouts 

C. By ensuring the greatest security level by design 

D. By accommodating high user density on each server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Why would the architect choose active-passive bonding when configuring bonded network interfaces for guest VM
networks? 

A. It provides load balancing of VM traffic across multiple physical NIC interfaces at a per guest basis, and offers
improved distribution of traffic across physical interfaces in the bond. 

B. It sends all guest VM traffic in the bond to an active interface, which provides the best distribution of network load. 

C. It uses a hashing algorithm, which provides better distribution of traffic across the interfaces in the bond. 

D. It uses a round robin load-balancing policy, which provides better distribution of traffic across the interfaces in the
bond. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Why does enabling the Windows Automatic Install Kit help manage the image release process? 

A. Because it automates the Windows domain join process 

B. Because it can be configured by DHCP options 

C. Because it performs a scripted Windows installation 

D. Because it automatically deploys the latest drivers and patches 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 14

Scenario: 

A Citrix Architect identifies a fault in the Active Directory design for CGE\\'s existing XenApp environments. Group Policy
Objects (GPOs) from OUs across the Active Directory apply when end users log on to XenApp applications, creating
undesirable end-user experiences. The architect determines that CGE 

needs full control over which GPOs apply in the new environment. 

Why would configuring loopback processing with merge on a GPO linked to all OUs containing Delivery Controllers
ensure full control over which Group Policies are applied? 

A. It ensures that only Group Policies with the correct filtering in Active Directory are applied on the Delivery Controllers
where end users log on. 

B. It ensures that only Group Policies located in or under the root Citrix OU are applied on the Delivery Controllers
where end users log on. 

C. It ensures that only Citrix policies are applied on the Delivery Controllers where end users log on. 

D. It ensures that GPOs located in the root Citrix OU are replaced with Citrix policies. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two current licensing issues should a Citrix Architect resolve in CGE\\'s new virtualization design? (Choose two.) 

A. There are more RDS CALs than Citrix licenses. 

B. The Citrix and RDS licenses share the same server. 

C. There are many different license servers in the environment. 

D. There is a mixture of Enterprise, Platinum, and Advanced Citrix licenses in use. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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